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We have measured the cross section for the important fusion-energy reaction H(t, a)n at 17 ener-

gies over the triton bombarding energy range of 12.5—117 keV. This corresponds to an equivalent
deuteron bombarding energy range of 8.3—78.1 keV and to a plasma temperature (kT) range of
0.7—18.8 keV. The cross section is accurate to 1.4% over most of the energy range, with the error
rising to 4.8% at the lowest energy. These data are considerably more accurate than the previous

d+ t measurements in this energy range. We compare our data with those of other measurements
and with an existing R-matrix analysis of the mass-5 system. We have also performed a single-level

R-matrix analysis of a restricted data base that contains our data and have used that analysis to
compute Maxwellian reactivities up to a plasma temperature of 20 keV. In addition, for calibration
purposes, we measured to better than 1% absolute error the H(p, p) H elastic differential cross sec-
tion at six laboratory angles at a proton bombarding energy of 10.04 MeV.

I. INTRODUCTION

The H(t, a)n reaction has long been of interest to both
physicists and engineers. At low energies the reaction
mechanism is dominated by a J = —,+ resonance, causing
the cross section to peak at a value of about 5 b near a
deuteron bombarding energy of 107 keV. %ith its 17.6-
MeV Q value, this reaction has been used widely as a
source of high-energy neutrons, and because of its high
cross section at low energies, will certainly be the reaction
used to fuel the first magnetic- and inertial-confinement
fusion reactors that will eventually provide sufficient en-

ergy for commercial use. These reactors are expected to
operate in the temperature range kT =1—30 keV, which
corresponds to laboratory bombarding energies having a
large overlap with our range of 10—120 keV.

A recent evaluation' of past work on the d+ t reac-
tion and of other nuclear reactions important for
fusion energy indicated the possibility of large systematic
errors in some of those experiments. In particular, it
seemed' that beam-energy uncertainties caused by the use
of foil-contained gas targets could have been a significant
problem at these low energies where the reaction cross
section changes very rapidly with incident energy. There-
fore, part of the present technique is to use a thin, win-
dowless, gas target to reduce to a low level the uncertain-
ties due to beam energy losses.

In the present experiment we have used the low-energy
fusion cross-section (LEFCS) apparatus, which is installed
at the Los Alamos Ion Beam Facility. The LEFCS sys-
tem was developed over the past several years and consists
of the following major components: a 120-kV beam ac-
celerating system, a windowless cryogenically pumped gas
target, and a beam-power calorimeter. The entire LEFCS
facility is described in detail in Sec. II.

In Sec. III the experimental procedures are described,
and the results are presented in Sec. IV. There, it is seen
that the H(t, a)n cross section was measured at 17 triton

bombarding energies from 12.5 to 117 keV, with relative
errors of about 0.5% (except at the very lowest energies)
and a scale error of 1.26%. In Sec. V we compare our
measurements with those of others and with an exist-
ing R-matrix analysis. We also perform a single-level fit
to a selected data base for deuteron boinbarding energies
up to 250 keV and use that fit to calculate reactivities for
a Maxwellian d+ t plasma up to a temperature kT of 20
keV. These reactivities are compared with previous re-
sults. ' ' Concluding remarks are given in Sec. VI.

II. LEFCS FACILITY

In Fig. 1 we show a schematic diagram of the LEFCS
system installed at the Los Alamos Ion Beam Facility. It
is seen that particle beams from either a tandem Van de
Graaff accelerator or a 120-kV source can be directed
through a windowless cryogenically pumped target into a
beam-power calorimeter. Discussions of some of the
LEFCS apparatus have been given previously. '

A.. 120-kV beam source

A 120-kV, dual-polarity ion source and accelerating
system were built to Los Alamos specifications by the
General Ionex Corporation. The ion source is a standard
duoplasmatron with a 30-kV extraction lens, gridded
einzel lens, and crossed-field analyzer. For the present ex-
periment, which employs a triton beam, we operated the
source in its negative-ion, direct-extraction configuration
to produce pure H beams of 30—40 pA. Although pos-
itive beams of greater intensity can be produced, the use
of H avoids possible contamination of a H+ beain with
other mass-3 species, such as He+, 'H3+, and 'H H+.
Because of the beam collimation used to obtain good
transmission through the target, the beam intensity at the
target is reduced to about 10 pA at the higher energies
and 2 pA at the lower energies.
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currents of 1.4 to 4 pA were used in the present experi-
ment, although more intense beams were available at the
higher beam energies.

The tritium gas used in the ion source is recirculated
with a 500-1/s turbomolecular pump backed by a small
mercury diffusion pump having a forepressure tolerance
of at least 20 Torr. The tritium flow is regulated to main-
tain a constant pressure in the arc region of the duo-
plasmatron. Many of the details are similar to those in
Ref. 18. An enclosed tritium collection system is located
nearby, and when the ion source is shut down, the tritium
is absorbed into charcoal-filled cylinders kept in dewars of
liquid nitrogen.
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B. Target and detection system

The target system is a substantially modified version of
one obtained from Duke University. ' A schematic dia-
gram of this target, as modified, is shown in Fig. 2. To
keep systematic errors arising from beam energy uncer-
tainties at a low level, there are no gas-confining foils in
the beam path. Instead, the Hq target gas flows out
through the beam ports, and about 98%%uo is frozen onto

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the Los Alamos low-energy
fusion cross section (LEFCS) facility.

The accelerating tube is a low gradient multielectrode
structure providing low optical strength coupling to
ground potential. The final beam energy is defined by a
highly stable 120-kV power supply between the duo-
plasmatron and ground. This system allows the beam en-

ergy to be altered without affecting the extraction mecha-
nism, and thus the beam current available and the termi-
nal focusing are insensitive to beam energy over a broad
range. Our tests have established that the accelerating
voltage is stable to one part in 10 (FWHM) up to 100 kV,
with the instability then rising from 10 V at 100 kV to 25
V at 120 kV. The absolute voltage is measured to better
than one part in 10 with a 10 to 1 resistive divider
(Spellman model HVD-200) whose calibration is traceable
to the National Bureau of Standards.

The beam, which is diverging as it exits the accelerating
tube, is focused by an einzel lens to a minimum beam
waist at a position beyond the exit of a 45' double-
focusing analyzing magnet. This magnet bends the ion
beam onto the target-chamber axis, which is also the axis
of the beam line from the tandem Van de Graaff accelera-
tor. The beam size is delimited by a set of four-way slits
at the waist position and then focused into the target
chamber by another einzel lens. Complete optical control,
necessary for good transmission, is obtained with electro-
static and magnetic steering devices at appropriate loca-
tions between the ion source and target. In particular,
vertical steering plates before the 45' magnet are electri-
cally biased to act as an astigmatic lens to correct for opti-
cal distortions introduced by the 45' magnet. Beam
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FIG. 2. LEFCS gas target and detector system. Only a por-
tion of the 4-K and 75-K cylindrical surfaces are shown. The
entrance collimator and the target are electrically isolated, and
the currents are monitored.
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surfaces that surround the central target region and are
kept at a temperature of 4 K by a liquid-helium dewar.
The remaining few percent is pumped by a 500-1/s tur-
bomolecular pump. A liquid-nitrogen-cooled cylinder
surrounds the 4-K pumping surfaces for thermal shield-
ing. The central target region consists of a copper cooling
container kept near 10.5 K and situated just below the 1-
cm diameter main reaction volume. The H2 gas,
precooled to liquid-nitrogen temperature, flows at a rate
of about 5 std-cm /min into the 10.5-K cooling region
and then up into the reaction volume and out the beam
ports. These operating conditions yield a target density of
about 1.4)&10' H atoms/cm (a gas temperature, pres-
sure, and areal density of about 35 K, 25 mTorr, and 0.01
pg/cm, respectively). In the H(t, a)n experiments, this
density causes the total energy loss in the target to be in
the range of only 70—190 eV. The cooling container tem-
perature of 10.5 K was chosen to be only 1 K above the
freezing point of deuterium at the target pressure used.
This cooling helps to maximize the gas density for a given
flow rate. The temperature of 10.5 K is maintained by
the combination of resistive heating and liquid-helium
cooling through a stainless steel thermal gradient rod and
is measured with a germanium resistor connected via a
standard four-wire system to a 10-pA constant current
source and a digital voltmeter whose output was read by
an on-line computer every 12 s. With a slope of 35
Q K ', the resistor provided a very sensitive and reprodu-
cible measurement. The temperature was stable enough
that only infrequent manual adjustment of the heating-
resistor current was necessary. Several figures in Refs. 19
and 20 give a reasonably good idea of the geometry of the
target cryogenics, even after our modifications.

The flow rate of deuterium gas is set by adjustment of a
fine needle valve fed by a buffer volume whose constant
pressure is regulated by an automatic feedback control
system. The analog output of a flowmeter (Hastings
model TNALL-50P) is read by a digital voltmeter whose
output, in turn, was read during the experiment by the
computer every 12 s. The flow was very stable and repro-
ducible.

The approximately 4-MeV a particles from H(t, a)n
leave the central target region through six tubes capped on
their outer ends by 30-ILI,g/cm, stretched polypropylene
foils. ' The reaction volumes are defined by 2-mm-wide,
vertical slits in a stainless-steel ring positioned near the
inner ends of the tubes and by 2-mm-diam apertures near
the outer ends of the tubes. This arrangement defines six
nominal reaction angles of 45'L, 45'R, 75'R, 90'L, 120'R,
and 150'L (L and R indicate left and right of the incident
beam as viewed in Fig. 2), gives a geometry factor2 of
about 40&10 cmsr at each angle, and has an angular
acceptance in the reaction plane of 3.2 (FWHM) at each
angle. Section IIIA includes a discussion of the deter-
mination of the true angles.

On emerging from the target and passing through the
polypropylene foils, the reaction products impinge upon
50-IMm-thick, silicon, surface-barrier detectors, and if they
are energetic enough to pass through those detectors, they
then enter similar detectors of 500-pm thickness. These
detectors are mounted on a thermally insulated aluminum

C. Beam calorimeter

Because the low-energy beam undergoes significant
charge exchange in the target, we have chosen to deter-
mine the beam intensity by calorimetric means. The
calorimeter is shown in Fig, 3, and its design is based on
one from the University of Zurich. A detailed descrip-
tion of our unit is given in Ref. 17. In brief, the collecting
cup is biased cold by a thermoelectric cooling circuit and
warmed back up to ambient temperature (thermistor no. 1

in Fig. 3) by power furnished by a heating transistor.
Thus in the no-beam steady state, the heat furnished to
the cup by the heating transistor is balanced by the con-
stant heat withdrawn from the cup by the cooling circuit,
and the cup is then at the same temperature as its sur-
roundings, thereby reducing heat leaks. The heating-
transistor power is measured accurately and regulated by
an electronic circuit. When the beam is on, the power to
the heating transitor is automatically decreased just
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FIG. 3. Diagram of the calorimeter used to measure the
low-energy beam intensity. The entrance aperture is 2.S cm in
diameter. The silver bands and plastic parts are shown stippled.
The cross-hatched parts are copper except for the chamber
(aluminum) and the outer vacuum case (brass). The beam col-
lecting cup is electrically isolated, allowing the total beam
charge also to be measured if desired.

ring which is thermoelectrically cooled to about 0 'C. For
the H(t,u)n experiment, only the 50-pm detectors were
used, but during the H(p, p) H calibration experiment
described in Sec. III A, both the 50- and 500-pm detectors
were used. The pulse-height information from these
detectors is sent via standard NIM electronics to an on-
line computer.

The energy widths of the a-particle peaks from
H(t, a)n were about 45 keV and were determined mainly

by detector and electronic noise, with the kinematic con-
tribution being less than 15 keV.
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enough to again bring the cup to ambient temperature.
Thus, the decrease in power to the heating transistor is a
measure of the beam power. The calorimeter control elec-
tronics measures the heating transistor power and gen-
erates an output pulse train whose frequency is propor-
tional to the power. Thus, by scaling these output pulses
the beam power is integrated over the run duration to
yield the total energy furnished by the beam, independent
of the beam's charge state. Knowledge of the beam ener-

gy per particle as it enters the calorimeter then allows us
to calculate the beam flux. The beam-collecting cup is
also electrically isolated to allow beam-current integration
for tests and calibrations, and an electron suppressor ring
is installed at the calorimeter entrance.

We calibrated the calorimeter with two methods: (1) a
comparison with the integrated current of 10- and 3-MeV
beams from the tandem Van de Graaff, and (2) using the
known heat generated when an electrical current was
passed through a precision, (+0.005%) 5-kQ resistor
(temperature coefficient of one part per million) embedded
in the cup. Both methods agreed and resulted in a cali-
bration constant of 97.80+0.08 pJ per output pulse over a
power range of 10—800 mW.

lab

(deg)

30
45
75
90

120
150

O lab

(mb/sr)

239.36
144.35
31.11
15.82
26.02
41.93

Relative error
(%)

0.42
0.44
0.44
0.42
0.43
0.42

Total error
(%)

0.96
0.79
0.79
0.78
0.79
0.78

The cross sections of Table I were then used in elastic
p+ d calibrations of Gn for the LEFCS cryogenic target.
Two separate calibrations, which agreed with each other,
were carried out separated by a time period of 10 months.
To perform these calibrations a 10.04-MeV proton beam
from the tandem Van de Graaff accelerator was directed
into the LEFCS target (Fig. 2) through which H2 gas was

TABLE I. Laboratory differential cross sections for p+ d
elastic scattering at a proton bombarding energy of 10.04 MeV.
The 30' angle is accurate to 0.06' and the others are accurate to
0.03'.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Target density calibration
with p + d elastic scattering

In order to measure absolute cross sections with the
LEFCS target system, it is necesary to know the product
of G, the geometry factor, and n, the number of deuteri-

um atoms per cm . Although G can be determined from
the dimensions and locations of the detector collimators,
and we did so determine G to about 1%, the quantity n is
very difficult to calculate accurately from the two basic
target parameters, flow rate and temperature, because of
the nonstatic nature of the target. Therefore we chose to
measure Gn by using p+ d elastic scattering at an energy
where the cross section is well known. Based on the re-

ported p+ d measurements of Ref. 25, we chose to cali-

brate at a bombarding energy of 10.04 MeV. Subsequent-

ly, however, it became clear that we needed to check the
data of Ref. 25 and to improve their accuracy. We there-
fore used the tandem Van de Graaff accelerator and 30-
inch precision scattering chamber at the Los Alamos Ion
Beam Facility to measure the differential cross section for
p+ d elastic scattering at 10.04 MeV proton bombarding
energy.

Rather than measuring the individual parameters neces-

sary to determine the cross section, we obtained a single
overall normalization constant by bombarding a hydrogen
target with 9.918-MeV protons and using the known

p+ p differential cross section that had been measured
previously to 0.5%. This calibration, along with the
usual care taken ' in measuring accurate absolute cross
sections, allowed us to measure the p+ d elastic differen-
tial cross section to 0.8% at laboratory angles of 45', 75',
90, 120, and 150', and to 1% at 30'. The results are
given in Table I. In Fig. 4 we compare the present mea-
surements with those of Refs. 25 and 28, indicating our
disagreement with the midangle data of Ref. 25.
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Ref. 25.
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TABLE II. Detector angles for the LEFCS cryogenic target.
L and R indicate left and right of the incident beam as vieweD
in Fig. 2.

Nominal angle

45'I.
45'R
75'R
90L

12D'R
150'I.

44.58'
45.44'
75.44'
89.56

119.92'
149.52

flowing. In these measurements a standard Faraday cup
was used in place of the calorimeter. The elastically scat-
tered protons were detected at the six fixed angles given in
Table II, which had been carefully measured with a tele-
scope and dividing head to an accuracy of 0.03'. Howev-
er, during an experiment the uncertainty in the actual
beam direction raises the uncertainty in the laboratory an-
gles to about 0.1'. Measurements were taken with gas
flow rates F in the range 4—6 std cm /min and cooling-
container temperatures T in the range 9.5—11.5 K, thus
encompassing the nominal operating point of E=5 std
cm /min and T=10.5 K. Before extracting Gn from
these measurements, small corrections were applied to the
cross sections of Table I because of the angle differences
between Tables I and II. The angular shape of the cross
section as given in Ref. 25, properly scaled according to
Fig. 4, aided in making these corrections.

We were then able to extract from the p+ d data the
dependence of Gn on F and T and to study Gn, corrected
to the nominal F and T, as a function of angle. We found
that Gn was essentially independent of angle. Since we
had designed and measured 6 to be independent of angle,
this implies that the target density n does not depend on
the angle at which the detector views the gas. This con-
tradicts an earlier supposition we had entertained that at
the highest and lowest angles n might be lower than at the
central angles, because the detectors at the extreme angles
observe a target region closer to the beam ports where the
target gas flows out. Therefore, it is possible to give an
angle-independent value of Gn for H2 flowing through
the I.EFCS target:

Gn =58.28+8.06(F—5)—1.67(T —10.5),
where F 1s 1I1 std cm /mill, T ls ln K, and 62l ls ln 10
cm sr. T4e standard deviation in Gn was determined to
be 1.2%. We should point out that, because of the cali-
bration method, it is the reproducibility of the measure-
ments of F and T that is relevant and not their absolute
Rcculacy. In Rdd1tlon, 1t IQ1ght bc thoug4t t4at coffcc-
tions would need to be made for the presence of impurities
in the H2 gas affecting the flow rate and possibly the
measured yield. However, because the same bottle of gas
was used duf1ng thc callbrat1on fuQs Rs was Used dUf1ng
the entire H(t, a)n experiment, no flow-rate corrections
are necessary. Furthermore, the only significant impurity
is H2 (present at the 1% level); there is very little helium
present and other impurities are frozen out before reach-

1ng t4c Rctlvc tRIgct volume. In t4c low energy cxpcr1-
ment, triton reactions on hydrogen are energetically for-
bidden, and in the calibration experiments proton scatter-
ing by hydrogen was kinematically separated in energy
from scattering by deuterium. Therefore, no yield correc-
tions are necessary either.

Estimates of the effect of local beam heating on the tar-
get density were made for both the calibration and the
low-energy experiments. Even neglecting heat transfer by
convection, the effect was found to be negligible. In addi-
tion, a low-energy experiment was carried out at 117 keV
to a level of accuracy of 2%. No effect on the yield was
seen when the beam intensity was changed by a factor of
2.5.

B. H(t, a)n reaction

The procedure for carrying out the H(t, a)n experimen-
tal runs began several days ahead of the start of actual
data taking. During this period the system components,
especially the flow apparatus and calorimeter, were
chcckcd foI' Ielial3111ty and stability, t4c scattering
chamber was pumped to about 2&10 Torr, and the
liquid-nitrogen dewar was filled. On data-taking day the
liquid-helium dewar was filled and the target was allowed
to come to thermal equilibrium ( —,

' to 1 h). With no target
gas flowing, the H beam was steered and focused
through the target and into t4e calorimeter. By measur-
ing the electrical current to both the target and calorime-
ter, the transmission through the target can be maxi-
mized. Generally, less than 0.5% of the beam actually
hits the target beam ports. Furthermore, the target design
is such that the majority of this beam strikes the target
structure before entering the reaction volume, thereby
minimizing crfofs ln thc bcaIIl 1Qtcnslty IQcasulcIQcnt. To
further reduce this error (to a negligible level), the final
beam-tuning adjustment is to weaken slightly the focusing
of the einzel lens closest to the chamber. This has the ef-
fect of moving the beam waist toward the beam exit port,
causing a small increase in the beam t4at hits the entrance
port, but a decrease in that which hits the exit port. In
addition, calculations of the increased beam divergence
through multiple scattering when the target gas is intro-
duced indicate a negligible decrease in the beam transmis-
sion.

The H2 gas is then allowed to flow into the target, and
the flow rate and target temperature are stabilized in
preparation for data acquisition. The charge exchange in
the beam caused by t4e target gas does not allow a con-
tinuous monitoring of possible small shifts in beam
transmission; instead, during a series of runs, the gas flow
1s stopped occa81onally, Rnd thc bcaIQ tl ansmlsslon 18

checked. Only very rarely did we find sufficient beam in-
stability to warrant the discarding of data. During a run„
the currents to the target and to the calorimeter and a
chart recorder trace proportional to the calorimeter power
level allow us to remain cognizant of any problems that
might develop with the stability of the ion source. To ini-
tiate data taking, the beam is first intercepted just after
passing through the bending magnet (Fig. 1), and the
beam-off power level of the calorimeter is measured. The
beam is then allowed to pass through the target, and a
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data run of 10- to 90-min duration is carried out, depend-
ing on the counting rate. At the end of the run, the
beam-off power level of the calorimeter is again deter-
mined. Rarely do the two beam-off measurements differ
by more than 0.25%, and the average of the two is taken
as the calorimeter baseline level for the run.

Every 24 h the 4-K pumping surfaces were warmed, the
accumulated Hq pumped away, and the liquid-He dewar
refilled. Data were obtained at 17 triton bombarding en-

ergies from 12.5 to 117 keV, and at least two data runs
were made, not always contiguously, at each energy. At
the lowest energy, ten runs were made resulting in an ac-
cumulated beam flux of 60 particle mC. Throughout the
course of data taking we employed beam currents from
1.4 to 4 pA and beam powers from 20 to 320 mW. The
data were recorded and important parameters were moni-
tored with the aid of the MODCOMP IV/25 on-line com-
puter system and data-acquisition program Z at the Los
Alamos Ion Beam Facility. In particular, the target tem-
perature and Hz flow rate were read and recorded every
12 s by the computer.

Figure 5 shows representative examples of the a-
particle spectra. Except for a few low-channel counts at
the highest energies, all the background is associated with
the target gas being struck by the beam and is presumably
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FIG. 5. Representative a-particle spectra from the H(t, a)n
reaction at triton bombarding energies of 12.5, 30, and 117 keV
produced with running times of 64, 86, and 13 min and contain-
ing 19, 3188, and 11 510 counts in the peaks, respectively.

due to H(t, n) neutrons. Even at the lowest energy,
E,=12.5 keV, the background was not a problem. We
were limited at low energies by both the rapidly diminish-
ing count rate and by the decreasing accuracy of the
calorimeter at low power levels. The limit at high energy
was voltage breakdown above 117 keV.

IV. RESULTS

A. Data reduction and errors

Discussion of the data reduction and errors is best
presented in reference to the formula for the laboratory
differential cross section 0.„„(8&»)at each bombarding en-

ergy:

E sinOI, b
o~»(8~»)=1.6022 (mb/sr) .

QGn

In Eq. (2), N is the dead-time-corrected number of detect-
ed particles at laboratory angle 0,», Q is the integrated
beam fiux in particle mC, and Gn is in 10" cm sr and
was discussed in Sec. III A.

In the discussion to follow it will be seen that there are
some quantities whose uncertainties contribute in a corre-
lated way to more than one factor in Eq. (2). In comput-
ing the final error in the cross section, such correlations
have been treated properly. The errors (standard devia-
tions) have also been separated into relative errors (Table
III) and scale errors (Table IV), both with respect to bom-
barding energy. Relative errors fluctuate randomly from
energy to energy, whereas scale errors are correlated from
energy to energy such that if one happened to know how
to correct such an error at one energy, then one could cal-
culate the correction at the other energies as well. These
scale errors generally are energy dependent; however, the
overall scale error, as compounded quadratically at each
energy from the individual contributions, does not vary
greatly from energy to energy. Therefore, the energy-
averaged value of 1.26% (Table IV) was adopted as a con-
stant scale error to be added in quadrature to the (vari-
able) relative error to obtain the total error in the cross
section at each energy.

1. Bombarding energy

The beam energies at two locations are needed in the
analysis: the triton energy E, (or the equivalent deuteron
bombarding energy Ez) at which the reaction takes place
in the central region of the target and the energy E, of the
triton as it enters the calorimeter. E, and E, differ by the
additional energy loss in the Hz gas as the beam emerges
from the target. The stopping powers of Andersen and
Ziegler were used to compute the energy losses in the
target gas. For E, these losses range from 36 eV at 12.5
keV to 93 eV at 117 keV, and for E, the losses are twice
those for E,. We assign a relative error of 3% in the
stopping power and a scale error of 8—12 /o, with the
higher errors occurring at the lower energies. Further er-
rors in the calculated energy losses arise from several ef-
fects: (a) 0.3% from the uncertainties in target gas flow
rate and temperature, which affect the Hq density; (b) a
10/o uncertainty in the beam path length through the tar-
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TABLE III. Contributions to the relative errors in the integrated cross section o for the H(t, a)n re-
action. For all items except the electronic dead time the larger errors occur at the lower bombarding en-
CIgles.

Item

Counting statistics and
background subtraction

Net calorimeter counts
Target density (flow and temperature

stability)
Electronic dead time
Energy slope (do. /dE, )

Target stopping power
Accelerator voltage instability

% error in o.

0.3—4.6
0.1—0.8

0.3
0—0. 1

0.01—0.08
0.01—0.02
0—0.01

get, ga,s; and (e) 2% from the determination of n through
the individual measurements of Gn and G.

The beam accelerating voltage is known from the cali-
bration of the resistive divider and associated digital
voltmeter, which was carried out to an accuracy of
0.008% at the Sandia National Laboratories Primary
Standards Laboratory. This calibration was rechecked 21
months after the initial calibration, and the long term sta-
bility of the divider was found to be excellent. Beam ener-

gy instabilities during the individual runs were determined
from observation of the divider digital voltmeter to be
quite small, l—4 eV, with the higher values occuxring at
the higher energies.

A small correction to the beam energy arises from plas-
ma conditions in the duoplasmatron ion source. The H
ions are preaccelerated through the anode hole by a frac-
tion of the arc voltage. This correction must be signifi-
cantly less than the voltage between the intermediate elec-
trode and the anode hole, which we measured to be 35 V.
We used information from Ref. 30 to obtain an estimate
for this correction, and have added 5+3 eV to the beam
energy. The energy results ax'e given in Table V.

Errors in the beam energies affect the measured cross
sections cr in two ways: (1) through the determination of
the beam flux g as discussed in Sec. IVA2, and (2)

through the energy slope do/dE, of the cross section.
This latter contribution to the error in o. is obtained by
multiplying the slope by the standard deviation in E,.

The beam-energy spread was studied by oscilloscope ob-
servation of rapid fluctuations in and ripple on the ac-
celerating voltage; this results in spreads of 3—22 eV.
Other contributions to the energy spread are the follow
ing: (a) 15 eV from source plasma conditions, (b) g—22
eV from energy straggling in the target gas, and (c) 10—25
eV from the finite length of beam observed by the detec-
tors. All these contributions increase with increasing
beam energy. Compounding these contributions in quad-
rature gives an estimate of 20—43 eV for the beam-energy
spread over the energy range of the present experiment.
These spreads are sufficiently small that no corrections
need to be applied to the measux'ed cross sections.

%e also considexed the possibility that a "tandem ac-
celerator" effect could occur in the 10- to 25-kV gridded
einzel lens nearest to the scattering chamber. If the
charge exchange H to H+ were to occur at appropriate
locations in the region of the lens's electrostatic field, then
an acceleration of the ion could occur up to twice the lens
voltage. Although such iona would not be focused by the
lens, some of these "hot" particles might find their way
into the target region and w'ould have a considerably

TABI.E IV. Contributions to the scale error in the integrated cross section g for the H(t, a)n reac-
tion. For each item the larger errors occur at the lower bombarding energies.

Item

Gn calibration
Energy slope (do. /dE, )

Target transmission'
Calorimeter calibration
Target stopping power
Seam path length

through target gas
Detector angles
Source plasma preacceleration
Resistive divider and

digital voltmeters
Target density
Beam heating
Finite geometry

Adopted scale error

% error in o.

1.2
0.02—0.32
0.3'
0.08
0.01—0.07

0,02—0.06
0.05
0—0.02

0.01
0—0.01
0
0

1.26%

'Only applied before the final beam-tuning adjustment described in Sec. III8 was adopted.
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TABLE V. Energy relationships for H(t, a)n. The energies are expressed in keV. Eo is the nominal
triton bombarding energy, E, is the triton energy at the center of the gas target, E, is the triton energy
as it enters the beam calorimeter, and Ed is the deuteron bombarding energy that is equivalent to E,.
The total error in E, is dominated by the scale error and varies from 6 eV at 12.5 keV to 16 eV at 117
keV, whereas the relative error varies from 1 to 5 eV. The errors for E, are approximately twice those
for E,.

117
115
110
105
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
25
20
17.5
15
12.5

E,

116.912
114.913
109.913
104.914
99.914
89.917
79.919
69.923
59.927
49.932
39.938
29.945
24.950
19.956
17.459
14.962
12.469

116.819
114.821
109.821
104.823
99.823
89.829
79.833
69.841
59.849
49.859
39.871
29.885
24.895
19.907
17.413
14.919
12.433

E,
78.066
76.731
73.392
70.054
66.716
60.040
53.364
46.690
40.015
33.341
26.668
19.995
16.660
13.325
11.658
9.991
8.326

larger cross section for the H(t, a)n reaction than do the
"normal" particles. Principally for that reason we in-
stalled directly beneath the lens a cryopump that keeps
the pressure in that region in the low 10 Torr range. A
calculation indicates that at that pressure the charge-
exchange effect in question is completely negligible.
Furthermore, charge exchange in the lens grid occurs only
in a very thin surface layer, and we calculate that this
source of "hot" particles would also cause no problem. In
addition, the kinematic separation in energy of the detect-
ed alpha particles from the two beam components would
normally be readily observable at the forward and back-
ward laboratory angles.

Finally, we should mention that in the initial develop-
ment of the LEFCS facility an alternate method of
measuring the beam energy was studied. In that method '

we measured the flight time of a packet of neutral beam
atoms produced by exposing the negative component in
the beam to a fast pulse of I-pm radiation from a
Nd: YAG laser. Shifts in the beam energy of a few tens of
eV were readily observed; however, we have not yet ob-
tained sufficient stability and reproducibility to make ac-
curate absolute energy measurements. For example, we
have been able to check the triton beam energy to an accu-
racy of only 50 to 100 eV at 20 keV. Use of this method
has been abandoned for the time being.

2. Beam flux

To determine the beam flux Q in Eq. (2) we use the re-

lationship

pulses from the calorimeter (see Sec. II C). Cp 1s obtained
from

Cp ——vbt —C, (4)

where t is the run time, vb is the calorimeter baseline fre-
quency (about 9600 Hz) as determined from measure-
ments immediately before and after each run, and C is the
number of calorimeter output pulses during the run. The
run time was generally measured to 0.1 s, and the error in
vb depends on the change observed in the baseline fre-
quency from the beginning to the end of the run and on
uncertainties in the correction for drifts in room tempera-
ture. The resulting error in Cp is about 0.1% at the
higher energies, increasing to about l%%uo at the lower ener-
gies where the beam power is smaller. The errors in E,
and the numerical constant in Eq. (3) have already been
discussed. The effect on Q of beam backscattering out of
the calorimeter was calculated and found to be negligible.

We have also investigated, both with calculations and
by experiment, whether or not anomalous particle paths
caused by charge exchange in the beam line, say from neg-
ative to neutral species, could cause a problem with the
yield determination. It is possible to conceive that such
particles could enter the target reaction volume, but strike
the beam exit port instead of entering the calorimeter. We
conclude, however, that any such effect is at too low a lev-
el to influence our results.

Q =0.0978Cp/E, (particle mC), (3) 3. Other quantities

where E, is the beam energy in eV as it enters the
calorimeter (Table V) and Cp is the net number of output

Besides affecting the determinations of the energies E,
and E„the uncertainties of 0.02 std cm /min and 0.02 K
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TABLE VI. Integrated cross section 0 and astrophysical S function for the H(t, u)n reaction. Eo is
the nominal triton bombarding energy. For the accurate energies see Table V. The total error is ob-

tained by adding in quadrature a 1.26/o scale error to the relative error.

EO
(keV)

117
115
110
105
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
25
20
17.5
15
12.5

(mb)

3739
3655
3352
3074
2752
2166
1590
1114
703.6
396.9
182.4
58.13
26.28

8.77
4.13
1.784
0.525

S
(MeV b)

26.64
26.74
26.30
26.00
25.28
24.02
22.19
20.70
18.87
17.35
15.81
14.32
13.92
13.43
12.83
13.48
12.63

Relative
error
(%)

0.52
0.48
0.54
0.47
0.56
0.47
0.50
0.45
0.42
0.51
0.82
0.68
1.01
2.01
3.15
2.86
4.59

Total
error
(%)

1.36
1.35
1.37
1.34
1.38
1.34
1.36
1.34
1.33
1.36
1.50
1.43
1.62
2.37
3.39
3.12
4.76

in the target gas flow rate and temperature, respectively,
also contribute a 0.3%%uo error in Gn through Eq. (1).

The uncertainty in the laboratory angles of about 0.1'
causes an error in the laboratory differential cross section
[Eq. (2)] through the sine factor and the dependence of
the number of detected particles on laboratory angle. In
addition, a further error is contributed through the Jacobi-
an in converting to the c.m. system (Sec. IVA4). The
overall effect is small and only results in a 0.05% contri-
bution to the final error in the cross section.

The a-particle spectra were relatively free of back-
ground counts in the region of the peaks, and therefore,
the error due to background determination is negligible.
Counting statistics contribute errors of 0.3—0.4% at the
higher energies, increasing to 4.6%%uo at the lowest energy.
The counting rates were low enough that the dead-time
corrections were 1% or smaller.

The sizes of the detector apertures were large enough
that a small finite-geometry correction of about 0.2%%uo was
made to the H(t,a)n cross sections. This correction arises
because of the significant difference in the shape of the
laboratory differential cross section for the p+ d calibra-
tion data and for the H(t, a)n measurements.

All the error contributions just discussed are summa-
rized in Tables III and IV, where their effects on the error
in the integrated cross section 0. are presented.

4. Integrated cross sections

For each run the laboratory cross section was obtained
from Eq. (2) and converted to the c.m. differential cross
section. To within the relative error of 1% in the detec-
tion efficiencies of the six detectors, we obtained the ex-
pected ' ' isotropy of the c.m. differential cross section.
Therefore, the integrated cross section cr for each run was
obtained by summing the six values for the c.m. differen-

tial cross section and then multiplying by 4m /6. At each
bombarding energy a weighted average of cr for each run
was computed, where the weighting factor was the beam
flux Q for that run. The values of cr so obtained are listed
versus bombarding energy in Table VI and are plotted in
Fig. 6. It is seen that the o. measurements cover a range
of four orders of magnitude from 3.74 b down to 0.525
mb. This lowest value corresponds to a differential cross
section of about 40 lsb/sr, which is not extremely low;
however, it must be remembered that we have used a very
thin target, thereby sacrificing some counting rate in or-
der to obtain accurate bombarding energies.

5. Astrophysical Sfunction

For analyses and comparisons, the data presentation in
Fig. 6 is not very useful, because of the highly compressed
cross-section scale. A much better representation of the
data for such purposes is in the form of the so-called as-
trophysical S function, which is universally used in
the field of nuclear astrophysics. The S function is useful
for treating reactions at energies below the Coulomb bar-
rier (440 keV for d+ t) and is obtained by factoring out
from the cross section the energy dependences of A, and
the Coulomb penetrability in the incident channel. This
procedure relegates to S an energy dependence more near-
ly representative of explicitly nuclear effects. For reac-
tions having a d + t incident channel, S is given by

S =crE exp(1.08727E i~2),

or, equivalently,

S =0.400380E,exp(1.71830E, ' ),
or, equivalently,

S =0.59962crEdexp(1. 40411E& ' ),
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where cr is the cross section in b; E is the incident-channel
c.m. energy in MeV; E, and Ed are the triton and deute-
ron bombarding energies, respectively, in MeV; and S is
expressed in units of MeV b. Values of S for the present
data are listed in Table VI and are plotted in Fig. 7. As is
done in Fig. 7, we generally will present our data as a
function of equivalent deuteron bombarding energy in or-
der to comply with the usual convention for this reaction.

1
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FIG. 6. Integrated cross section for the H(t, a)n reaction
versus triton (E,) or equivalent deuteron (Eq) bombarding ener-

gy as measured in the present work. The unlabeled ticks on the
cross-section scale have most significant digits of 2 and 5. The
small unlabeled ticks on the energy scales match the labeled

ticks on the opposite scale.

B. Data comparisons

Figures 8—10 display the existing H(t, a)n data in the
form of S vs Ed for Ed below 140 keV. S displays the
typical bell shape appropriate to a reaction that proceeds
through a well-isolated nuclear level. It is seen that the
present data are considerably more accurate than those of
previous work, our errors being generally at least a factor
of 3 smaller. Our results appear to be in reasonably good
agreement with the data of Conner et al. (Fig. 8) and Ar-
nold et al. (Fig. 10), although some systematic differ-
ences can be noted. The measurements of Bretscher and
French and of Jarvis and Roaf (Fig. 10) are in marked
disagreement with the present experiment, and although
the data of Katsaurov and Argo et al. (Fig. 9) do not
have a large overlap with our energy range, they do seem
on the average to lie somewhat higher than our values.
The data of Kobzev et al. (Fig. 8) do not overlap in ener-

gy with ours, but do lie below the smooth trend indicated
by our highest energy measurements.

We should mention here that in some earlier presenta-
tions of our H(t,a)n measurements, ' ' a possible unex-

pected structure of S in the low-energy region was sug-

gested by the data. This impression arose because the two
data points at triton energies of 15 and 20 keV fell more
than one standard deviation above the smooth trend
displayed by the remainder of the data. Although we cal-
culated that, from purely statistical considerations, such a

30

25

20

(D

15
V3

Conner
Kobzev

4 Present

10 ' I ~ I I

0 20 40 60 80

Ed (keU)
100 120 140

20 40
I ~ i I

60 80

Ed (keU)
100 120 140

FIG. 7. The S function [Eq. (5)] vs equivalent deuteron bom-

barding energy Ed for the present H(t, a)n experiment. Total
errors are shown. Note the suppressed zero. The curve is the
result of the single-level fit discussed in Sec. V A.

FIG. 8. The S function [Eq. (5)] vs equivalent deuteron bom-

barding energy Ed for the H(t, a)n reaction. Shown are the
present data and those of Refs. 4 and 8. Note the suppressed
zero. Total errors are indicated. The curve is the result of the
single-fit discussed in Sec. V A.
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point falls within one standard deviation of the smooth
curve shown in Fig. 4 of Ref. 16. Using standard statisti-
cal criteria, we have no reason to discard the earlier re-
sults, ' ' and therefore those data were averaged with the
more recent data to obtain the results presented here.

*YE V. CALCUI. ATIONS

Katsaurov
Argo
Present

I I I I5
0 P,O 40 60 80 100 180

Ed {kev)
140

FIG. 9. The S function [Eq. (5)] vs equivalent deuteron bom-

barding energy Ed for the H{t,a)n reaction. Shown are the
present data and those of Refs. 3 and 7. Note the suppressed
zero. Total errors are indicated. The curve is the result of the
single-level fit discussed in Sec. V A.

structure could appear with a probability of 1 in 20, we
deemed the question of possible structure in the low-

energy region of the H(t, a)n reaction to be of sufficient
importance to obtain additional data. Therefore, we
remeasured the cross section at triton energies of 15, 20,
and 25 keV and measured an additional point at 17.5 keV.
We took even more precautions with obtaining good tar-
get transmission during these repeat measurements, and in
fact sacrificed some further beam intensity to that end.
The results indicate that no structure is present; each new

o =mX gI"dI /[(Eg+Ag —E) +I g/4], (6)

where X is the reduced deBroglie wavelength in the in-
cident channel; g is a statistical weight that here is equal
to —,; the subscripts d and a refer, respectively, to the in-
cident d+ t and exit a + n channels; E~ is the level enex-

gy; the I are the partial and total widths; b,~ is the level
shift; and E is the c.m. energy. The partial widths I',
(with c equal to d or a) are expressed in terms of the
penetrabilities P, and reduced widths y, through the rela-
tion

A. Single-level fit

R-matrix theory has been extremely useful in describ-
ing reactions among light nuclei and has, in particulax',
been used to help understand reactions important to
fusion energy. Although a current R-matrix analysis of
the mass-5 system has covered the energy range up to
about 10 MeV deuteron bombarding energy and has used
a multilevel approach, it might be expected that a single-
level approach would be valid up to a few hundred keV
because of the dominance of the —', + resonance in this en-

ergy region. Therefore, we have constructed a data base
for deuteron energies up to about 250 kcV, using our data
and those of Refs. 4 and 6—8, and have performed a
single-level fit to this data base in the R-matrix formal-
ism. For such a fit the theoretical cross section is given
by37

15

i tIt
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—,r&,„1
-- )(

3

JctrV 1S
Bretscher
Arno]d
Present

I,=2I', y, ,

and the total width I g is givexl by

I"g——XI,=I"d+ I

The usual level subscript (A, ) is omitted from some quanti-
ties because only one level is involved here. Part of the
energy dependence of o occurs through the penetrabilities,
which are defined in terms of the fixed channel radii a„
the wave number k =k ', and the Coulomb functions F1
and GI evaluated at a, :

P, =ka, /(FI +GI ) .

80 100 120

(kev)
140

FIG. 10. The S function [Eq. (5)] vs equivalent deuteron
bombarding energy Ed for the H{t,o.)n reaction. Shown are the
present data, those of Refs. 2 and 5, and a portion of those of
Ref. 6. Note the suppressed zero. Total errors are indicated.
The curve is the result of the single-level fit discussed in Sec.
VA.

In Eq. (9) I refers to the relative orbital angular momenta,
which here are I =0 for the d channel and I =2 for the a
channel. These are the lowest values consistent with the
reaction's proceeding through a —,

' + level. Although I =2
is also allowed in the incident channel, the high angulax'
momentum barrier at the low bombarding energies under
consideration makes its contribution to the cross section
Ilegliglble.

The level shift h~ in Eq. (6) is the sum over the partial
level shifts 6,:
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TABLE VII. Parameters for the single-level fit discussed in Sec. V A. Eq is channel independent.
The quoted errors neglect correlations and are computed from the diagonal elements of the covariance
matrix of Table VIII.

Channel
a,

5.00
3.00

—0.27864
—0.557

yc
(Mev'")

4.6059+ 1.5245
1.0006+0.3250

0.05057+0.00778
0.05057+0.00778

(10)

with

S,=P, (F(F/ +GING( ) . (12)

The main energy dependence in Eq. (6) is through I q,

which contains the Coulomb penetrability in the incident
channel. Equation (5) essentially factors out this depen-
dence from o through an accurate approximation3 for
the Coulomb functions at low energies. The remaining

energy dependences in Eq. (6) are thus relegated to the as-

trophysical S function of Eq. (5).
All thc parameters for the fit are given in Table VII.

The channel radii a, are chosen to divide configuration
space into an internal region, where the nuclear force
dominates the interaction, and an external region, where
at most a Coulomb force is present. Other than that,
there is considerable freedom in their choice; we chose the
same values used in the multilevel analysis of Ref. 9.
There are several reasonable procedures ' for selecting
the boundary-condition parameters 8, . Here we chose 8,
so that the level shifts b,, are zero near the peak of the S
function, which results in the level energy Ei being close
to the c.m. energy at which the S function peaks. Howev-

er, this is not at all necessary, because the simple structure
of the single-level approximation results in identical fits
for any values of B, Ei will simply c—hange to compen-
sate for changes in B,. With a, and B, fixed, there are
three remaining parameters to be varied in the fit, Ei (in
actual fact QEi is used in the computer code), yq, and

y . The resulting values for these parameters are also
given in Table VII. A. good fit to the above-mentioned
data base was achieved with a 7 per datum of 1.33 for
177 data points. Both. the fit and the data base are
presented in Fig. 11 as integrated cross section versus
deuteron bombarding energy. This fit is also shown as
dashed curves in Figs. 7—10. Thus we see that the varia-

tion with energy of the cross section is well reproduced
theoretically through the energy dependences both of the
R matrix, which furnishes the c.m. energy E in the
denominator of Eq. (6), and of the Coulomb functions as
expressed in the penetrabilities and level shifts. A
Lorentzian function of energy fits S moderately well in

the resonance region, but not nearly so well as does the

5, = —y, (S,—B, ) .

Here B, is a fixed boundary-condition parameter, and the
shift function S, is a function of energy through its
dependence on the Coulomb functions and their deriva-
tives, all evaluated at a, :
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FIG. 11. Integrated cross section o for the ~H(t, a)n reaction
versus equivalent deuteron bombarding energy Eq. The curve is
from the single-level fit discussed in Sec. VA, and the points
represent the data base used to generate that fit.

full R-matrix formalism, especially on the low-energy side
of the resonance.

The covariance matrix, sometimes called the error ma-
trix, ' for the fit is listed in Table VIII. This matrix is
given by twice the inverse of the matrix of second deriva-
tives of X with respect to the fitting parameters QEi,
ys, and y~, the derivatives being evaluated at the
minimum of X . It is usual to quote as the error in a fit
parameter the square root of thc associated diagonal ele-
ment of the covariance matrix; however, giving only this
error does not allow the correlations in the parameters to
be taken into account. This simplified error is quoted in
Table VII. When the full covariance matrix is used to
compute the error in the fitted S function (or in o) the re-
sult is as follows: At the very low energies the error is
about 0.5%, drops gradually to about 0.3% as the energy
E~ increases to near 125 keV, and rises again to about
0.5% as Ez increases to 250 keV. Our best determination
of So, the S function evaluated at zero energy, is

S0——11.59+0.06.
On comparing the present single-level parameters with

those of the appropriate level from the multilevel fit of
Ref. 9, we find the latter reduced widths to be several
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TABLE VIII. Elements of the symmetric covariance matrix
for the single-level fit discussed in Sec. V A. The elements have
units of MeV'~2 and are indexed as follows: 1=V&g, 2=yd,
and 3=y . The numbers in parentheses give the power of 10 by
which the preceding number is to be multiplied.

able to evaluate (cru ) numerically, it can still be useful to
employ an analytical evaluation of the integral by intro-
ducing an effective, Maxwell-Boltzmann averaged S func-
tion, (S), and evaluating the integral with S set to unity.
This then serves as a definition of (S ), and for a d + t
plasma we may write

0.29893{—3)
0.31104(—3)
0.10933(—3)

2.3241
0.49544 0.10563

(cru) =5.967X10 ' (S)r e '[1+5/(12~)j, (13)

with

times smaller than the present ones. However, ii is noi
possible to draw any simple conclusions from this fact,
because as pointed out by Hale, one must really compare
the structure (poles and residues) of an asymptotic quanti-
ty, such as the S matrix. This would involve the use of
Coulomb functions of complex arguments, and though
such a comparison would be very interesting to make, the
necessary effort to do this accurately for H(t, a)n near
threshold has not yet been expended. In the energy range
of our data, the fit of Ref. 9 gives cross-section predic-
tions that are about 7% below our measurements. A
reanalysis is underway in which the present data are in-
cluded.

We have fitted a polynomial in E to the low energy
(Ed & 78 keV) portion of the S function obtained from the
single-level fit, and these results are given in Table IX.
Thus the use of Table IX and Eq. (5) allows one to obtain
rather simply our best determination of the cross section
for the H(t, a)n reaction on the low-energy side of the —, +

resonance.

B. Reactivity

In a d+ t plasma I thermal equlhbr1um at tempera-
ture T, the H(t, a)n reaction rate is calculated by multi-
plying the product nqn, of the number densities of deute-
ron and triton nuclei by the reactivity (ou). This reac-
tivity is the product of the reaction cmss section o.

times the relative velocity u of the reacting nuclei aver-
aged over the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution
appropriate to the plasma temperature. If the cross sec-
tion is written in terms of an S function as in Eq. (5), then
when S has a simple energy dependence, the integral for
(cru ) can be evaluated ' quite accurately by a corrected
version of the steepest descent method When S. has an
~~~~gy depe~d~~ce co~plicated enough that it is prefer-

Here k is Boltzmann's constant, and kT is in keV, (ou)
is in cm /s, and (S), which is a function of kT, is ex-
pressed in MeV b. Generally, (S) is a very useful form in
which to present and compare reactivities, because it will
normally have a much weaker temperature dependence
than does (ou). Thus the function (S) bears a relation-
ship to (cru) similar to that of the S function to cr. For
example, if S had the value So independent of energy,
then (S) would be independent of kT and in fact would
equal Su. The extent to which (S) varies with kT re-
flects the extent to which S varies with E. Because of our
desire to stress that relationship between S and (S), we
chose to incorporate the factor 1+5/(12~), which arises
from a first order correction to the reactivity integral, ex-
plicitly into Eq. (13) rather than to include it implicitly in
(S ) . This is not in accord with the usual convention in
nuclear astrophysics in which the effective S func-
tion S,ff is related to our (S) by S,tf = (S)[1+5/(12~)].

In the present work, where S has a resonant structure,
we evaluate (o.u ) numerically using Eq. {4-44) of Ref. 35
and convert it to (S) through Eq. (13). In this procedure
we use the cross section obtained from our single level fit
{Sec.V A). Because that fit yields S only up to a deuteron
energy of about 250 keV, it turns out that the calculation
of (ou) and (S) begins to lose accuracy above a plasma
temperature kT of about 20 keV. Therefore, we present
reactivities only for kT =0—20 keV. A small correction
was applied near 20 keV by making a reasonable extrapo-
lation of cr to energies above Ed ——250 keV.

The result we obtain for (S) is shown as a solid curve
in Fig. 12. There we also compare our determination of
the H(t, a)n reactivity with other work. ' ' Greene'
used cross sections published through 1964 and fitted
logo vs logE to polynomial functions which were then in-
corporated into the reactivity calculation. It is seen in

TABLE IX. Coefficients e„of a polynomial fit in c.m. energy E to the low-energy portion of the S
function obtained from the single-level fit described in Sec. V A. The series for S is a sum of terms of
the form e„E"for n =0 to 4. To convert to a series in triton bombarding eneI'gy E„multiply e„by
(0.40038}". To convert to a series in deuteron bombarding energy Ed, multiply e„by (0.59962)". The fit
is valid for E, Ed, and Et less than 46.8, 78, and 117 keV, respectively. The maximum error in repro-
ducing thc slnglc-lcvcl S function ln this cncI'gy I'ange 1s 0.06%, which occuI's at the cnd po1nts of thc
energy range. The units of e„are such that S is in MeV b when the energies are in keV. The numbers
in parentheses give the power of 10 by which the preceding number is to be multiplied.

en:
0

11.586
1

0.18478
2

0.92092(—3)
3

0.27462( —3) —0.48693(—5)
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Fig. 12 that above temperatures of a few keV we are in ex-
cellent agreement with Greene, but at the very low tem-
peratures we obtain significantly higher reactivities, wit
the disagreement approaching 20% at zero temperature.
Hively' made an accurate fit [his functional form S5 o
Eq. (5) and Table I of Ref. 12] to the reactivities of Miley
et al. , who in turn had used the cross-section fits o
Duane. We are in moderate disagreement with Hive y
over the entire temperature range, and, in addition, it
seems that the functional form adopted by Hively intro-
duces a pathological behavior at very low temperatures,
which is an example of what can occur with a fitting
function that has very little physical foundation. Hale"
used the cross-section results of the multilevel fit of Ref. 9
to compute H(t, a)n reactivities. It is seen that we obtain
larger reactivities than does Hale, wit significant
disagreement at the higher temperatures; however, we do
agree best with Hale at the lower temperatures. Glass-
stone and Lovberg' present a formula which admittedly
does not contain the proper resonant structure for the
H(t a)n reaction. Nevertheless, they do imply the validi-

ty of the formula at low temperatures. However, ig.i . 12
illustrates quite strikingly that that formula, ' and in fact
all formulas of a nonresonant type, should be avoided
when dealing with H(t,a)n reactivities in this temperature
region.

In Table X we present the results of a polynomial fit to
the quantity (S ) of the present work. We take
z=(kT)' as the indepenent variable, because such a
form for S,tt, and hence for (S), follows from the
ma eth matics of the reactivity integral. ' The use o t is

'n kT en-form, as opposed to the use of a polynomial in, en-
sures especially that the low-temperature behavior of (S)
is properly reproduced; in particular that (S) should in-
tercept the kT =0 axis with infinite slope. Table X corn-
bined with Eqs. (13) and (14) presents the reactivity (o.u )
in a form suitable for easy computation.

10

11

I

0 1 2 3
kT (keV) VI. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 12. Maxwell-Boltzmann averaged S function, (S ),
from which the H(t, a)n reactivity (o v ) can be calculated using

Eqs. (13) and (14). kT is the plasma temperature in keV. Two

graphs having expan e sch
'

d d scales are also shown. The solid curve

represents the present work, the dashed curve is from Greene

(Ref. 10), the crossed curve is from Hale (Ref. 11), the c ain-

dashed curve is rom ive yf Hively (Ref. 12), and the chain-dotted

curve is from Glasstone and Lovberg (Ref. 13).

We have developed and installed at the Los Alamos Ion
Beam Facility an apparatus, the low-energy fusion cross-
section (LEFCS) system, for making highly accurate mea-
surements of cross sections for nuclear reactions of impor-
tance for fusion energy production, and we have presented
here the results of our first study with the LEFCS system,
measurements of the cross section for the H(t,a n reac-

erature kT to the Maxwell-Boltzmann averaged STABLE X. Coefficients t„of a fit in plasma temperature
'

cussed in Sec. VB and presented as a solid curve in Fig. 12. The polynomial it or
(S) is a sum of terms of the form t„z" for n =0 to 11, with z =
from 0 to 20 keV with a maximum error in reproducing (S) of 0.04%. The units o t„are suc a

(S) is in MeVb when kT is in keV.

0
11.592

1

1.7147
2

—19.241
3

101.38
4

—276.41
5

462.39

6
—495.80

7
346.21

8
—155.60

9
43.179

10
—6.7126

11
0.44667
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tion. The present data are by far the most accurate ever
obtained for this reaction over the low-energy side of the
—', + resonance. We combined our data with several other
sets covering the resonance region (Ed ——0—250 keV) and
performed a single-level fit to the cross section. The re-
sult of this fit yields a highly reliable representation of the
H(t, a)n cross section that is suitable for use in fusion-

energy calculations in this energy region. We used this fit
to calculate H(t, a)n reactivities for plasma temperatures
up to 20 keV. Comparison with previous calculations
shows that our reactivities best agree with Greene' at the
higher temperatures, but best agree with Hale" at the
lower temperatures. Of course a good multilevel fit to
H(t, a)n over a broad energy range, along the lines

described in Ref. 9, will be of great value. Such a fit
could possibly yield slight improvements in the low-
energy region, but more importantly, would allow reac-
tivity calculations at higher plasma temperatures.

We should remind the reader that for very low energy
nuclear reactions it is sometimes important to take ac-
count of the shielding ' ' of the nuclei by electrons in
the reaction environment, such as in a standard cross sec-
tion measurement or in a hot plasma. Such shielding can
result in an increase in the effective reaction energy (or
equivalently a lowering of the Coulomb barrier) with
respect to interacting bare nuclei, with a consequent in-
crease in the nuclear reaction rate. For example, if a
deuteron ( H+ ion) were incident on a neutral tritium
atom and if the electron motion were not perturbed signi-
ficantly by the incident deuteron, then the energy of the
deuteron at the tritium nucleus would be increased by
e jao ——27 eV, where ao is the Bohr radius. If the deute-
ron laboratory energy were 10 keV, this atomic shielding
would cause an increase of 2.7% in the reaction rate.
Thus it is possible that at very low energies the present
cross sections could be several percent higher than for the
bare nuclear reaction, depending on the response of the
atomic and molecular electrons to the incident beam. We
leave to the user of these data the determination of any
such corrections for his particular reaction environment,
and we have therefore made no shielding corrections to
the present data.

We next plan to study both branches of the d + d reac-
tion at low energies and then to undertake measurements
of the H(t, a)n reaction. Of late, the idea has arisen of us-
ing the low-intensity, but energetic, gamma rays produced

in some of the pertinent few-body reactions as diagnostics
of plasma conditions. It may be possible to investigate
such reactions as well at the LEFCS facility.
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